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We are grateful to those who came before us, to the many who inspired 

and created this school for girls in the heart of the beautiful North Shore of 

Sydney. Throughout our history, this truth remains: each girl matters.

 
Holding firm to this truth is integral to Roseville College’s strategic direction. 

In 2018, Roseville College celebrates 110 years of realising purpose in the lives 

of thousands of Australian women, who call this School their own.

 
And realising purpose is what we continue to do well; equipping our girls to 

discern and envisage a future with hope, furnished to achieve and fulfil.

To Realise Purpose is to ensure we continue inspiring each member of our 

College and influencing our wider community with demonstrable Christian 

values. We aspire to empower the individual; each student and her parents, 

and our staff, as we each become aware of, challenge and forge our God-given 

abilities, learning and purpose with the betterment of others foremost in mind. 

In the next three years, our vision is to Realise Purpose by leading in girls’

education through four qualities we are renowned for: Christian Faith, Character, 

Leadership and Community by how we live, learn and build for the future.

 
I am proud to introduce Roseville College’s Strategic Direction for 2018-2020.

Ms Deb Magill
Principal 
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Colossians 3:12-17 

Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves 

with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. Bear with 

each other and forgive one another if any of you has a grievance against 

someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 

And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in 

perfect unity. 

Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, since as members of one body 

you were called to peace. And be thankful. Let the message of Christ dwell 

among you richly as you teach and admonish one another with all wisdom 

through psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit, singing to God with 

gratitude in your hearts. And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, 

do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father 

through him. 
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LEADING
IN GIRLS’ 
EDUCATION
On the foundations of:

Christian Faith
Leading in the education of girls, governed by and infused with authentic faith

in Jesus Christ.

Character
Forging and upholding Christian values, with courage and curiosity, to guide

conduct, learning and relationships.

Leadership
Empowering leaders to influence and inspire others in excellence, stewardship

and service.

Community
Honouring the School’s enduring community, and celebrating a shared sense

of belonging, through enriched relationships and uplifting learning.



LEARNING
FOR PURPOSE
Preparing each girl with an education that serves her for life, in a culture 

of excellence.

Realising purpose through:

1. Excellence in Education
     Driving excellence through academic rigour and quality teaching to 

     inspire each girl to strive for her best.

2. Personalisation of Learning
     Enriching learning through a genuine understanding of each girl to

     maximise her learning opportunities for authentic, lasting outcomes.

3. Disposition for Learning
     Equipping each girl with a progressive, robust attitude to learning 

     through responsibility, challenge and curiosity.

LIVING
FOR PURPOSE
Guiding each girl’s development of identity and faith in a caring

Christian environment as she finds her place and purpose, equipping 

her for meaningful service.

Realising purpose through:

1. Confident Identity
     Laying foundations, from the Christian worldview, that inform and 

     guide each girl’s values and sense of self to fortify her with hope, 

     courage and eternal purpose.

2. Considered Citizenship
     Instilling in each girl a vision of purposeful citizenship and healthy 

     relationships, characterised by Christian values.

3. Compassionate Service
     Influencing each girl in what is right and true so she initiates words 

     and actions that inspire others for good.



BUILDING
FOR PURPOSE
Providing a sustainable, innovative and scalable learning environment 

underpinned by Christian stewardship.

Realising purpose through:

1. Campus as Classroom
     Delivering and developing assets, technology and facilities that serve      

     the needs of teaching, learning and community.

2. Global Campus
     Deploying highly responsive and innovative solutions that enable           

     flexible, agile and fluid learning and teaching.

3. Sustainable Practice
     Modelling responsible stewardship of finite resources to deliver 

     lasting value, motivated by a Christian conscience.
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